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In the year since the emergence of the
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) virus, .110
million individuals have been infected
and .2.4 million deaths have been attributed to coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) across the world. In the
United States, we have seen similarly
staggering numbers, with .27 million
individuals infected and over 490,000
deaths as of the third week of February
2021. Although predominantly a respiratory infection, COVID-19 often results in multisystem disease, with kidney
involvement common in patients with
moderate to severe disease. Just as the
virus has inundated our health care
system, there has been a deluge of publications about SARS-CoV-2 and
COVID-19; a search in PubMed returned .100,000 citations, with .800
related to COVID-19 and AKI. Despite
this number of publications, it is important to ask what we truly know about
kidney involvement in COVID-19 and
what still needs to be learned.
Early reports from China described
high rates of hematuria and proteinuria
but relatively low rates of AKI associated
with COVID-19.1–3 Highly variable rates
of AKI were subsequently reported from
Europe and the United States, with some
case series describing rates approaching
60% among hospitalized patients.4,5 In a
recent meta-analysis, the prevalence of
AKI among patients hospitalized with
COVID-19 was 28%, rising to 46%
among critically ill patients, with nearly
20% requiring support with RRT.6 Why
has there been this high degree of
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variability in the reported rates of kidney
involvement? One obvious factor relates
to the denominator. Because rates have
only been reported for hospitalized patients, differences in hospitalization patterns, ranging from hospitalization of all
patients identiﬁed with infection in
some early reports to only the most severely symptomatic patients during the
surges in cases triggering latter reports,
have likely skewed the data. Even in
some of the initial reports from China,
rates of AKI in critically ill patients were
comparable with those seen in later reports.1 Data across the broader population of infected patients will be required
to understand the true effect of COVID19 on the kidney. More robust longitudinal data will also be important to
understand the effect, if any, of changes
in viral strain or improvements in treatment on the frequency and severity of
kidney involvement. Early reports from
the Department of Veterans Affairs and
from New York City have suggested a
temporal decline in the incidence of
COVID-19–associated AKI.7,8 Whether
this is related to disease-speciﬁc factors,
improvements in treatment, or changes
to the overall stress on health care systems as the pandemic has surged and
eased is unknown.
The etiology of AKI associated with
COVID-19 has also been controversial,
with considerable debate over whether
direct viral involvement of the kidney
plays a signiﬁcant role.9–12 Regardless
of whether viral involvement of the kidney contributes, in the vast majority of
patients AKI is attributable to volume

depletion associated with hyperpyrexia
and gastrointestinal involvement or associated with the severe systemic manifestations that cause multiorgan system
failure in the most critically ill patients.
Although the sheer number of patients
with severe AKI has, at times, overwhelmed health care systems during
surges in infection,13 rates of AKI are
strikingly similar to those associated
with other forms of sepsis. AKI has
been reported in epidemiologic studies
from Europe and China in approximately half of critically ill patients with
sepsis.14,15 In a randomized, controlled
trial of resuscitation strategies in severe
sepsis and septic shock, AKI was present
in approximately half of patients on presentation to the emergency department,
and an additional 18.7% subsequently
developed AKI during the ﬁrst week of
hospitalization, with two-thirds of patients having stage 2 or 3 AKI.16 Even
among patients with communityacquired pneumonia, approximately
one-third develop AKI in the absence
of severe sepsis or shock. 17 Thus, although the number of patients with
COVID-19–associated AKI has far
outstripped the numbers of sepsisassociated AKI seen outside of the
pandemic, the rates of AKI are not disproportionate to those seen in other
forms of sepsis.
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As in other settings, mortality among
patients with COVID-19 complicated by
AKI is higher than among infected patients without AKI, with mortality increasing with AKI severity and need for
RRT.3,4,18,19 Comparison with mortality
associated with AKI in other settings
cannot be rigorously assessed on the basis of current data, and future analyses
will need careful adjustment for overall
severity of acute illness. Reported rates of
renal recovery have also been variable,
with substantial numbers of patients remaining dependent on RRT or with only
incomplete recovery of kidney function.18,19 A key limitation to our understanding of the long-term consequences
of COVID-19–associated AKI is the current absence of systematically collected
long-term data on kidney function after
hospital discharge.
Whether there are speciﬁc and potentially modiﬁable factors contributing to
COVID-19–associated AKI remains to
be deﬁned. Included among potential
mechanisms are complement dysregulation and hypercoagulable and hyperinﬂammatory states associated with
COVID-19.20,21 If targeting these pathways with anticoagulation, glucocorticoids, or speciﬁc cytokine inhibitors
reduces the risk or severity of AKI remains
unknown. In addition, the role of antiviral
therapies in prevention and management
of AKI is also unknown, particularly as
patients with reduced kidney function
have been excluded from many clinical
trials.22,23
Understanding the pathogenesis of
COVID-19–associated AKI will optimally require analysis of kidney tissue.
Autopsy studies, although informative,
are by nature biased toward the sickest
patients and may not reﬂect the broader
range of patients with AKI who survive.
Biopsy studies of AKI in general are limited, and there have been only a few reported series of kidney biopsies in
COVID-19.24–28 These have also been
subject to selection bias, with frequent
inclusion of patients with atypical features, including heavy proteinuria. As
one would expect, the predominant feature associated with AKI is acute tubular
injury, with the majority of biopsy series
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ﬁnding no evidence of direct viral infection of the kidney. Among patients who
also have heavy proteinuria, biopsies
have demonstrated a variety of pathologic lesions, most notably collapsing
glomerulopathy associated with highrisk APOL1 variants.25–27,29–31 Ideally, a
more systematic approach to biopsies in
patients with COVID-19–associated
AKI particularly early in the course of
disease, including both standard histology
and advanced molecular diagnostics,
as is being done for non–COVID19–associated AKI in the Kidney Precision Medicine Project of the National
Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and
Kidney Diseases would help advance
our understanding. 32 Unfortunately,
the ability to do this may be limited
given the constraints imposed by the
pandemic. It is also likely that AKI associated with COVID-19 is not a discrete
process but rather, a pleomorphic spectrum of injuries and that the nature of
injury will differ between patients with
AKI on initial hospital presentation and
those who develop AKI later in the
course of illness.
The management of RRT in patients
with COVID-19–associated AKI has
posed numerous challenges. Logistically,
provision of RRT places nursing staff at
increased risk for infection due to prolonged or repeated bedside exposure.
Furthermore, during peak surges in cases, shortages of both supplies and
trained nursing staff created bottlenecks
in providing required treatments.13 In
addition, anecdotal reports suggest that
patients with COVID-19 are more likely
to clot their extracorporeal circuit during treatment, requiring intensiﬁcation
of anticoagulant therapy. Although
pragmatic decisions have been made to
ensure delivery of RRT during surges in
the number of patients with COVID-19,
including changes to intermittent and
continuous therapy protocols13 and the
use of acute peritoneal dialysis,33 rigorous evaluation of their safety and effectiveness is needed. Evidence suggesting
better outcomes with earlier initiation
or higher doses of therapy in COVID19–associated AKI are lacking. Studies
in non–COVID-19 populations have

not demonstrated better outcomes with
earlier or higher-dose therapy and have
suggested that such strategies are associated with potential delay in recovery
of kidney function and prolongation of
ventilatory support. 34–36 The role of
novel extracorporeal membranes and
adsorption devices for modulation of cytokines, or even removal of viral particles, has not been adequately validated to
support routine use in clinical practice.
Finally, it is still too early to understand the effect of the large number of
patients with COVID-19–associated
AKI on the future epidemiology of kidney disease. It is easy to speculate that
unresolved and incompletely resolved
AKI will increase the burden of CKD
and ESKD and that superimposition of
AKI on CKD will accelerate progression
to kidney failure. There is a pressing
need for systematic follow-up of patients
surviving COVID-19–associated AKI to
understand its long-term consequences
on kidney health.
One year into this pandemic, the importance and vitality of nephrology have
been evident. As a discipline, we have
provided care to patients with COVID19–associated AKI under often trying
conditions, placing ourselves and our
staff at increased risk of infection. Although we have learned much about
SARS-CoV-2 and the kidneys, there is
still much left to be learned.
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